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Illinois is soon to be the �irst state in the 

nation to provide legal protection for 

children whose parents make money 

posting videos of them on social media 

channels, thanks to the work of a high 

school student from Normal. 

According to the new legislation, par-

ents will be legally required to set aside 

a portion of the revenue generated by 

any monetized online video content fea-

turing a child under the age of 16 into 

a trust that they will be able to access 

once they turn 18. If parents fail to do 

so, the child will have a right of action to 

sue for compensation under the Illinois 

Child Labor Law. 

The idea for the legislation came 

from Shreya Nallamothu, a 16-year-old 

girl from Normal who began research-

ing the topic as part of her high school’s 

independent studies program. 

“The idea came to me over the 

pandemic because, like everyone, I was 

spending a lot more time on social me-

Illinois to be the first state to 
protect child influencers
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dia. I would see content on YouTube and 

TikTok of these 3- or 4-year-olds danc-

ing or vlogging their morning routines, 

and it was obvious there was a parent 

behind the channel,” said Nallamothu. 

Though most videos seemed innocu-

ous at �irst, Nallamothu started to notice 

evidence of abuse, exploitation and mis-

treatment of the child stars of so-called 

family vlog channels.

“There are families that would vlog 

their daughters’ �irst periods and �irst 

dates, learning to shave, vlogging them 

crying – these very intimate moments 

that nobody really wants to be broad-

casted, but they didn’t really have a 

choice in it. Their parents just stuck 

them in front of the camera,” said Nal-

lamothu.

Nallamothu said her project was 

initially just research, but as she looked 

deeper into the issue, she realized there 

was no legislation surrounding child 

in�luencers anywhere in the country. It 

was then that she decided to write to 

her representatives. 

“I started by writing a memo detail-

ing the problem of what these child 

in�luencers were experiencing, possible 

solutions and just cold-emailed the 

entire Senate Labor Committee. Senator 

Koehler got back to me and was super 

receptive of my ideas and was willing to 

listen to me, which was incredible,” said 

Nallamothu.  

Sen. Dave Koehler, D-Peoria, said he 

and his staff immediately recognized the 

importance of legal protections for child 

in�luencers as an emerging industry and 

began collaborating with Nallamothu 

right away to draft the legislation. The 

bill passed both houses with over-

whelming bipartisan support. 

“It’s quite apparent that children are 

going viral and their parents are making 

a lot of money from it. There’s noth-

ing wrong with that, but some children 

who have had that happen to them 

years ago and weren’t in control of their 

image on the internet later regretted 

it,” said Koehler. “In some cases, par-

ents are making thousands and maybe 

even millions from their children being 

used as in�luencers in terms of product 

advertisements and things like that. It is 

quite an industry, and we needed some 

safeguards and protections there so that 

we can treat this much like the industry 

has treated child actors,” Koehler said. 

Both Koehler and Nallamothu said 

they hope that Illinois will serve as 

a catalyst for more states to follow 

suit with similar laws and continue to 

strengthen legal protections for child 

in�luencers. 

“This will continue to evolve over 

time, I’m quite certain of that. If other 

states make improvements, we can cer-

tainly look at improving the Illinois law,” 

said Koehler. 

As Gov. JB Pritzker prepares to sign 

the bill into law later this summer, Nal-

lamothu says she is proud to have been 

able to play a role in creating protec-

tions for minors online and was pleas-

antly surprised by the opportunity she 

was given to work directly with lawmak-

ers, given her age and inexperience.

“When I started my independent 

study, I wasn’t thinking that I could 

casually pass a bill. I understand that 

the legislative process takes a lot of 

time and work, so to see this sort of 

change happen so fast because someone 

brought it to the table is really encour-

aging,” said Nallamothu. “The legislation 

isn’t perfect, and I wasn’t expecting it to 

completely solve the problem of child 

in�luencers because it’s a big issue. 

There are lots of things that legislators 

need to continue to look into. But this is 

a good start.”

A spokesperson for Pritzker indicat-

ed that he intends to sign the legisla-

tion in the coming weeks: “The inter-

net provides more opportunities for 

children to display their creativity than 

ever before. In the event that minors are 

able to pro�it from that creativity, they 

deserve to be shielded from parents 

who would attempt to take advantage 

of their child’s talents and use them for 

their own �inancial gain. The governor 

is thankful for the leadership of Senator 

Koehler and Representative Chung on 

this legislation.”

Annie Fulgenzi is a freelance writer 
from the Springfield area and a law 
student at the University of Illinois 
College of Law.

Democratic state Sens. Dave Koehler, center, and Linda Holmes discuss a bill that will make 
sure children who appear in their parents’ revenue-generating videos receive a share of 
those revenues. It is an idea brought to them by a high school student from Normal, Shreya 
Nallamothu, left.  CAPITOL NEWS ILLINOIS PHOTO BY PETER HANCOCK
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Recent headlines have suggested that 

excessive screen time can be detrimen-

tal to the brains of developing children.  

While there is no parental handbook on 

how to address screen time issues with 

your child, an overwhelming body of 

research can provide guidance.  

Screens aren’t all bad
Recent research acknowledges that elec-

tronics use can play a positive, meaning-

ful role in a child’s life if used within 

healthy limits. Kids now have convenient 

access to entertainment through digital 

means.  Screens are also commonly 

used in schools and at home for educa-

tional purposes.  Screens may allow for 

creative expression, identity exploration 

and social engagement and support.  In 

particular, some marginalized teens 

are �inding tremendous social support, 

exploring strengths and learning more 

about themselves online. 

Screen time comes with risks 
Here is the catch: excessive screen time is 

nearly always harmful.  And by excessive, 

we’re talking about four or more hours 

per day.  That’s nearly every adult and 

child with a phone in America.  So, what 

exactly are the risks?

For one, excessive screentime is 

linked to heightened risk of a variety of 

mental health concerns, including in-

creased rates of depression, anxiety and 

suicide. In particular, social media use 

has been found to be related to a higher 

risk of self-harming behaviors, eating 

disorders and lower self-esteem in teen 

girls.  Studies also show a strong cor-

relation between excessive screen time 

and poor sleep, ADHD-related behavior, 

eyestrain and even reduced bone density 

due to less physical activity linked with 

kids being on their devices more. 

Excessive screen time has also been 

correlated with increased conduct issues, 

drug-related concerns and problems 

with social skills and real-life support 

systems. 

Neurocognitive differences are found 

to be associated with excessive screen 

use.  Preschool-age kids (especially 

boys) who are given devices to calm 

them tend to have executive functioning 

problems, including poor focus and self-

soothing abilities. Obsessive-compulsive 

Not all
screen time is 

created equally

CC PARENT | Kelsie Tobias and Melissa Fisher Paoni
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tendencies and behaviors resembling 

addiction have been noted in kids due to 

dopamine activity in young brains and 

the constant homogenous content being 

experienced over and over.

What should parents do? 
For many parents, arguments over limits 

on phones or other devices may be com-

monplace. 

Removing access to technology is not 

the answer.  In fact, studies have shown 

that in today’s world, that may actually 

be harmful, too.  This may particularly 

be the case if the child’s screen use is 

primarily providing the positive bene�its 

mentioned above.  However, it is recom-

mended that parents put �irm limits 

in place regarding content access and 

overall screen time to promote respon-

sible management of screen use.  As 

parents, it is necessary that we protect 

our children from the potential harms 

of screens, and we simply cannot expect 

our children – even teens – to be able to 

do this on their own.  

Current screen time
recommendations
The American Academy of Pediatrics 

and Center for Disease Control are great 

resources for parents looking for age-

appropriate guidance for screen time 

limits.  Both recommend two hours a 

day or less for even the oldest age group.  

The U.S. surgeon general has recently 

recommended that parents avoid allow-

ing access to social media until their 

children are at least age 13.  Meanwhile, 

many social media apps are rated for 

children as young as 4 years old – talk 

about a confusing message.

Set limits on your child’s device 
It is necessary and healthy for parents to 

have some control over online content 

and screen time for their children under 

18.  And the good news is, it is fairly easy 

to do.  First and foremost, parents can 

prevent exposure to screen time risks by 

prolonging the purchase of a cellphone 

for their younger children.  In lieu of a 

phone to deal with, parents can then fo-

cus efforts on setting limits on any other 

device used in the home, such as a smart 

TV, tablet, gaming device or computer.  

Parents can use information provided 

at Protectyoungeyes.com for guidance 

on setting screen time limits and safety 

features on nearly any device. 

Parents of iPhone or Android phone 

users can easily set limits using a parental 

password that allows the parent to 

control screen time, set application 

limits, monitor safety and even track 

location.  For iPhone users, this can be 

done through the “Screen Time” feature 

under the “Settings” of your child’s 

phone. For Android users, screen time 

settings can be made using the “Family 

Link” application.

The current state of our world is 

digitally-driven, and it is unfair to sug-

gest that kids not engage with screens; 

however, too much screen time is 

detrimental.  Being in control of screens 

through reasonable limits leads to 

screens not being in control of us.

Kelsie Tobias is a licensed clinical so-
cial worker and Melissa Fisher Paoni is 
a licensed clinical psychologist at the 
Spring�ield Psychological Center.
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Summer is ending, and the new school 

year is upon us. This change can bring 

lots of emotions in children, both posi-

tive and negative. Students all over 

are feeling excitement about a new 

grade, new school or just the new year 

in general. Or, children may be feeling 

apprehension about those same things.  

I have found books to be a useful avenue 

to help children deal with emotions that 

come with the start of the school year.  

Recently, I read a book by a local author 

that could be helpful with this exact 

topic. Dr. Melissa Fisher Paoni is the 

author of Dylan’s Hero: A Story of Over-
coming Negative Thinking. In this story, 

illustrated by Spring�ield artist Christy 

Freeman Stark, we meet Dylan, who is in 

the third grade. Like many of us, Dylan 

has negative voices in his head that in-

vade his thoughts.  There’s one negative 

thought that expects Dylan to be perfect, 

one who reminds him to worry, a nega-

tive thought that makes Dylan feel like a 

victim, and one who is Dylan’s constant 

critic. The reader then learns how each 

of these negative thoughts show up in 

Books to prepare for
back-to-school feelings

CC PARENT | Deana Metzke
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Dylan’s life, and most of the examples 

are in school. Luckily, Dylan also has a 

positive voice that is �ighting to be heard 

as well.  Good news for young readers – 

our main character learns how to hear 

the positive voice more frequently, so we 

get a happy ending.  

If you or your child is a fan of the 

movie Inside Out, then this book would 

be a good one for them.  This book also 

has a helpful note for parents at the back 

of the book.  You can purchase this book 

and �ind more information about Paoni 

and other books she has written, at 

www.drpaonibooks.com.

A relatively common situation that 

might give a child feelings of anxiety or 

apprehension at the beginning of school 

can be around the pronunciation of their 

name.  Happily, in the past few years 

there have been a lot of quality picture 

books published that have explored 

the idea of having pride in your name.  

One of those titles is My Name is Saajin 
Singh, written by Kuljinder Kaur Brar 

and illustrated by Samrath Kaur.  

In this story we are introduced to 

young Saajin, who is not only in love 

with his name, he is also super excited to 

start kindergarten.  However, when his 

teacher calls his name for attendance, 

she doesn’t pronounce it correctly.  She 

says, “Say-jin” instead of the correct 

pronunciation of “Sah-jin.”  At �irst, Saajin 

did not even realize that the teacher 

was talking about him, because that is 

not how he says his name.  But when he 

did realize she must be talking about 

him, he began to wonder if he had been 

pronouncing his own name incorrectly 

the whole time.  So Saajin unfortunately 

does not correct his teacher or his 

new friends at school and even begins 

answering to “Say-jin,” thinking that 

that is the way his name is actually said.  

Thankfully, once his parents �ind out, 

his mom and dad help him to con�idently 

clear up the confusion.  

As a person who grew up constantly 

having my name mispronounced, I wish 

this book existed when I was in elemen-

tary school.  If your young child needs 

a little boost of con�idence and pride 

around their name, then I recommend 

My Name is Saajin Singh, which can be 

found at the local library or wherever you 

purchase books.

Returning to school can bring about all 

sorts of emotions, so giving your child the 

opportunity to understand that they are 

not alone in some of those feelings can 

help to get the year off to a positive start.

Deana Metzke is the literacy/social stud-
ies/library coordinator for Spring�ield 
School District 186 and a mom of two. For 
more children’s book recommendations, 
follow her on Twitter @DMetzke or visit 
her blog at http://raisingreaders.site.
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The mark of a new school is often 

anticipated with a mix of emotions for 

kids and parents alike, ranging from 

exhilaration to anxiety. Kids are excited 

to wear their new clothes, see their 

classmates and participate in extracur-

ricular activities. Parents are proud to 

see their kids reach another milestone 

and look forward to exciting new expe-

riences for their growing children. 

But the school year can bring about 

challenges as well that leave kids and 

parents anxious. So follow these tips 

to get your kids off to a good start and 

keep them on course.

Kids need their Zs
Sufficient sleep is essential to proper 

brain function. When kids are deprived 

of sleep, it can interfere with their 

memory, attention, and ability to learn. 

Insufficient sleep can also adversely 

affect health. It contributes to Type 2 

diabetes in children and teens. 

Mental health is also affected by 

sleep. Kids who don’t get enough qual-

ity sleep are at risk for mood swings, 

anxiety, hyperactivity and aggressive 

behavior.

Unfortunately, because teens’ cir-

cadian rhythm keeps them alert later 

at night, early school start times don’t 

help. But getting plenty of sleep is 

crucial. Kids ages 6 to 12 need nine to 

12 hours of sleep each night, and teens 

require eight to 10. 

To help your kids fall asleep better, 

set a curfew and regular bedtime for 

school nights accordingly. On week-

ends, kids want to stay up later. Just try 

not to let their weekend sleep patterns 

veer too far from their weeknight rou-

tine. Otherwise, it’ll be a challenge to 

get them back on track. 

Also: 

Remove media from bedrooms at 

night.

Set a curfew of 2-3 hours before bed 

for caffeine.

Keep bedroom temperatures 3 

degrees cooler at night than during the 

daytime. 

Make sure your kids have plenty of 

blankets.

Have your child take a hot bath 

before bed.

Have kids eat a light, high carbohy-

drate snack before bed such as fruit or 

white grains. 

Balance is essential
During the school year, kids have a lot 

on their plate. In addition to school, 

they have family, friends, homework, 

chores, extracurricular activities and 

perhaps a part-time job. 

But balance is essential to your 

child’s wellbeing. The reason such 

imbalance sometimes develops is that 

parents see other families involved in 

so many extracurricular activities. As 

a result, parents think they’re not do-

ing their job if their kids aren’t always 

on the go. Because kids want to make 

their parents happy and proud of them, 

kids often don’t speak up when they 

feel overwhelmed.

Structured activities do provide 

valuable benefits to kids. Still, they 

need free time to play and socialize as 

well. When kids lack balance in their 

lives, it can cause them stress and 

interfere with their ability to sleep and 

optimal functioning. It can also affect 

their mental wellness. 

Pay attention to emotional health 
According to the National Alliance on 

Mental Illness, 1 in 5 adolescents has a 

mental health condition. A significant 

percentage of younger kids also expe-

rience mental disorders. Conditions 

range from anxiety and depression to 

attention deficit disorder, and in the 

later teens, bipolar and schizophrenia.

School success is strongly tied to 

kids’ emotional wellness. Unfortu-

nately, when kids exhibit behavioral 

changes, parents often assume it’s just 

a childhood or adolescent phase as op-

posed to a mental health problem. 

Child and family therapist Donna 

M. Carollo says when a child or teen 

“exhibits symptoms of depression for 

over a month, it’s time to seek profes-

sional help.” Carolla points out a few 

signs to watch for that could indicate 

depression or another mental illness. 

These include “a child wanting to 

socially isolate, exhibiting excessive 

fatigue, a change in appetite, a lack of 

desire to do any of the fun things they 

used to, or a sudden drop in academic 

performance.”

 

Limit cellphone use
According to a 2018 survey by Pew 

Research Center, more than half of kids 

between 13 and 17 worry they spend 

too much time on their cell phones. 

Just over half also say they’ve taken 

steps to reduce their use of it. Fifty-

seven percent have made efforts to 

limit their time on social media and 

58% to limit video games. 

Cellphone addiction has become a 

Start your kids off on the
right foot this school year

CC PARENT |CC PARENT | Kimberly Blaker Kimberly Blaker
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growing problem among adolescents. 

According to Carollo, “Something is 

considered an addiction when the 

chosen behavior causes an individual 

to suffer in many other valued areas of 

their life.” She cautions, however, that 

“a parent’s values and a child’s values 

don’t always sync.” Still, says Carollo, 

“if the cellphone is interfering with 

face-to-face family and friend time, 

school work, sleep or exercise” that’s 

when it’s time for parents to enforce 

some guidelines.

To gain kids’ cooperation, ask them 

to help you create the rules. Also, allow 

your adolescent an hour or two of daily 

phone time because socialization is an 

integral part of teen development. 

At night, however, require all 

phones are on their chargers outside of 

bedrooms. Other helpful rules include 

no phones during mealtime and that 

chores and homework must be complet-

ed before kids can have their phones. 

Also, set consequences for breaking 

cellphone rules. Loss of their cellphone 

for a speci�ied period is an appropriate 

measure. 

Get academic help
If your child has struggled academically 

in the past or grades begin to suffer, 

your kid may need help. Any of the 

above issues, among other things, can 

lead to academic problems. 

Some kids struggle with retaining 

information, understanding concepts 

or have a different learning style. Also, 

learning disabilities can affect kids of all 

intelligence levels and cause academic 

challenges. If your child is struggling in 

one or more subjects, ask your child’s 

teachers about their observations. 

Whatever the reason for your child’s 

school dif�iculties, there are ways to 

help. First, establish a regular homework 

time. Also, set up a quiet, distraction-

free area as a homework station and fur-

nish it with a desk or comfortable chair. 

Kids’ rooms provide too many distrac-

tions. Plus, the ability to close their door 

can hide that they’re not on task. 

Also, consider a tutor. Some schools 

offer free one-on-one or afterschool 

group tutoring. You can �ind free online 

video tutorials at KhanAcademy.org as 

well.

Another option is to hire a tutor. Visit 

TakeLessons.com or Care.com to �ind 

area tutors. 

Kimberly Blaker is a freelance writer. 
She also owns an online bookshop, Sage 
Rare & Collectible Books, specializing in 
out-of-print, scarce, signed and first edi-
tions and more at sagerarebooks.com. 
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Ongoing
“Dinosaurs: Land of Fire and Ice”
Through Sep. 3. Explore the Cretaceous 

Period (65-145 million years ago), the 

time when dinosaurs last lived on earth. 

Learn about dinosaur habitats to better 

understand how these mysterious 

animals lived. For children ages 3-10. 

kidzeum.org. Kidzeum of Health and 

Science Children’s Museum, 412 E. 

Adams St., 217-971-4435.

Extended Summer Sensory-Friendly 
Visit Times
Tuesdays, 9am-12pm, through Aug. 

29. Reducing lights and sounds on 

exhibits to create a more comfortable 

environment for visitors who may get 

overstimulated. kidzeum.org. Kidzeum 

of Health and Science Children’s 

Museum, 412 E. Adams St., 217-971-

4435.

Parents Wild Night Out
Third Friday of every month, 6-9pm, 

through Sept. 14. Drop off the kids to 

play, create and learn about the wild 

world while spending a couple hours off 

doing grown-up things. Pizza and snacks 

provided, or send a packed dinner, if you 

want. Registration is $30-$35, then $5 for 

each additional child. spring�ieldparks.

org. Henson Robinson Zoo, 1100 E. Lake 

Shore Dr., 217-585-1821.

CC PARENT |   Daron Walker

Family event calendar
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August
Illinois State Fair
Aug. 10-20. Every kind of food 

imaginable, the sounds of music 

and concertgoers’ cheers at the 

Grandstand shows, a midway with 

all the bells and whistles, harness-

racing horses kicking up the dust on 

the track, tons of agricultural shows 

and lots of 10-gallon hats and cowboy 

boots. Illinois State Fairgrounds, 801 E. 

Sangamon Ave. statefair.illinois.org.

Rockballet
Aug. 19, 8pm. Dancers of the Copper 

Coin Ballet Company will perform to 

rock music by Downstate. The show’s 

theme is “Rock Royalty” and songs 

by Queen, Elton John, Prince, Michael 

Jackson and Aretha Franklin will be 

included. Spring�ield Muni Opera, 815 

E. Lake Shore Dr. coppercoinballet.org.

Abe’s Amble
Aug. 20, 7:30am. On the last day of 

the Illinois State Fair, hundreds of 

runners from Illinois and surrounding 

states take to the streets covering the 

fairgrounds, Lincoln Park, Oak Ridge 

Cemetery and back. This challenging 

10K course is USATF-certi�ied and a 

lot of fun. Certi�ied 5K course option 

available. Illinois State Fairgrounds, 

801 Sangamon Ave., 217-782-6661.

Powerlight Christian Music Festival
Aug. 20, 3-9pm. Featuring four-time 

Grammy Award-winning band Petra at 

the Lincoln Stage. Free with paid fair 

admission. Illinois State Fairgrounds, 

801 E. Sangamon Ave., 217-553-5271.

Sing 2
Aug. 25. Sing 2 is the sequel to the 

2016 animated hit. Bring lawn chairs 

or blankets. Part of the Spring�ield 

Park District’s Movies in the Park 

series. Begins at sunset. Free. Henson 

Robinson Zoo, 1100 E. Lake Shore Dr., 

217-544-1751.

Old Capitol Blues and BBQ
Aug. 25-26. Possibly the bluesiest of 

summer fests. Featuring top blues 
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bands, unbeatable award-winning 

barbecue, cold drinks and �irst-rate fun. 

Old State Capitol Plaza, between Sixth 

and Fifth streets at Adams Street, 217-

523-1455.

Jubilee Morgan Horse Show
Aug. 30-Sep. 2, 9am-9pm. The stamina 

and spirit of the Morgan, combined 

with its build and way of traveling, 

contributed greatly to the formation of 

the other American breeds. Coliseum, 

Illinois State Fairgrounds, 801 E. 

Sangamon Ave., 248-207-4956.

SEPTEMBER
Spring�ield Mile
Sep. 2-3, 9am-4pm. The annual Labor 

Day weekend doubleheader of the 

world’s premier �lat track motorcycle 

racing series. You just now imagined the 

sound of all those motorcycles roaring 

past the grandstand, didn’t you? Ticket 

prices will increase the week of the 

event. $20-$150. Children 12 and under 

$5-$25. Illinois State Fair Grandstand, 

801 E. Sangamon Ave., 217-632-0277.

Bluegrass Concerts and Traditional 
Music Festival
Sep 8-9. Bluegrass performers from all 

over the Midwest will be playing in the 

Kelso Hollow outdoor theater on Friday, 

6-10pm. At the Traditional Music Festival 

on Saturday, musicians are invited to 

participate in impromptu jam sessions 

from 10am-4pm. lincolnsnewsalem.com. 

Lincoln’s New Salem State Historic Site, 

15588 History Lane, Petersburg, 217-

632-4000.

Art Spectacular
Sep. 9, 10am-5pm and Sep. 10, 10am-

4pm. A juried �i ne art and craft fair, 

ranked by Sunshine Artist Magazine as 

one of the best 200 art fairs in the United 

States. Free. Thomas Rees Memorial 

Carillon, 1740 W. Fayette Ave., 217-546-

3853. carillon-rees.org.

Capital City Century Ride
Sep. 9. One of the oldest and most 

popular recreational bicycle rides in 

Illinois. A scenic, one-day ride on low-

traf�ic roads. Multiple route options. 

Hosted by the Spring�ield Bicycle Club. 

217-801-2873.

Ride to Remember
Sep. 10, 9am. Vehicles begin lining 

up at 9am at Hall’s Harley-Davidson. 

The procession will leave at 10am and 

proceed to the Illinois State Capitol 

grounds to the 9/11 Memorial site 

where a ceremony will take place. 

Ceremony starts upon arrival. Free. 

Hall’s Harley-Davidson, 2301 N. Dirksen 

Pkwy., 217-528-8356.

Spring�ield Mile is Sep. 2-3, 9am-4pm. 
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Edwards Place Fine Art Fair
Sep. 16, 10am-5pm and Sep. 17, 

10am-4pm. Shop over 70 different 

vendors, take tours of Edwards Place 

Historic Home and join in other fun 

family activities. This fair is popular 

with locals and is in its 35th year. 

Free. Edwards Place, Spring�ield Art 

Association, 700 N. Fourth St., 217-

544-2787. spring�ieldart.org.

Fall Festival
Sep. 16-17, 9am-4pm. A local favorite 

with music, food, crafts, children’s 

activities and historic buildings to tour. 

Clayville Historic Site, Pleasant Plains, 

Route 125, 217-481-4430. clayville.

org.

22nd Annual International Route 66 
Mother Road Festival
Sep. 22, 6-10pm, Sep. 23, 9am-10pm 

and Sep. 24, 9am-2pm. Hundreds 

of street machines, muscle cars and 

hot rods will rumble into the heart 

of Spring�ield’s historic downtown 

followed by thousands of spectators 

for a weekend of family fun, live 

music and entertainment. Cruise at 

6pm Friday with car show Saturday 

and Sunday. Show features My Classic 
Car host Dennis Gage. Don’t miss 

the burnout competition. Free for 

spectators. Downtown, 217-553-5271.

OCTOBER
Youth Charity Horse Show
Oct. 6-8, 8am. Class sessions all three 

days. The organization donates its 

annual proceeds to area charities. 

Coliseum, Illinois State Fairgrounds, 

801 E. Sangamon Ave., 217-413-1026.

Candlelight Walk
Oct. 6-7, 7pm. A wonderful 

opportunity to experience village life 

at night. Period-clothed interpreters 

will be inside many of the log homes 

and shops to talk about life in 19th 

century Illinois. Lincoln’s New Salem 

State Historic Site, Petersburg, 15588 

History Lane, 217-632-4000.
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Mid America Mane Event Horse Show
Oct. 11-14. A full array of performance, 

pleasure, equitation, hackney and road 

horse classes. Coliseum, Illinois State 

Fairgrounds, 801 Sangamon Ave., 815-

347-4395.

“Oddities”
Oct. 13 and 20, 6-9pm. An immersive 

gallery experience created by regional 

artists. Rooms of oddities and wonders. 

Spooky, cool, weird. Performances and 

surprises. Donations welcome. DIM Art 

House, 319 Chatham Road, 773-235-

5600. dimarthouse.com.

All Breed dog shows
Oct. 13-15 and Oct. 19-22. Featuring 

hundreds of dogs from the region. Free. 

Illinois State Fairgrounds Exposition 

Building, 801 Sangamon Ave., 217-621-

5169.

National Fossil Exposition
Oct. 20-22. Hosted by the Mid-American 

Paleontology Society, this is the largest 

show in the world that exhibits fossils 

exclusively. A show for both novices and 

experts alike. Orr Building, Illinois State 

Fairgrounds, 801 Sangamon Ave., 217-

725-8047.

Jack-O-Lantern Spectacular
Oct. 20-21, 6:30-9:30pm. Nothing quite 

compares to this Halloween tradition. 

Carillon music, lighting and sound 

effects and food vendors. And hundreds 

of carved pumpkins on display, too, of 

course. Adults $10, Children 4-11 $7, 

children 3 and younger free. Thomas 

Rees Memorial Carillon, 1740 W. Fayette 

Ave., 217-546- 3853. carillon-rees.org.

Fall Festival
Oct. 28, 10am-4pm. Period-clothed 

interpreters will demonstrate daily 

tasks throughout the historic village 

such as candle dipping, soap making, 

blacksmithing, spinning wool, 

gardening and natural dyeing. Lincoln’s 

New Salem State Historic Site, 15588 

History Lane, Petersburg, 217-632-

4000. lincolnsnewsalem.com.
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